MAKING THE DIFFERENCE

THE NEIGHBORHOOD & BUSINESS SERVICES DIVISION IS COMPRISED OF CODE ENFORCEMENT AND NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES STAFF. WE WORK IN PARTNERSHIP WITH OUR RESIDENTS AND BUSINESS OWNERS TO MAINTAIN OUR THRIVING COMMUNITY AND TO ENSURE THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN OUR NEIGHBORHOODS AND BUSINESS AREAS. IT IS PROVEN THAT WELL MAINTAINED PROPERTIES LEAD TO INCREASED PROPERTY VALUES, IMPROVED NEIGHBORHOOD RELATIONS AND INCREASED SAFETY. WE ACCOMPLISH THIS THROUGH EDUCATION; THE UTILIZATION OF VARIOUS RESOURCES; CODE ENFORCEMENT AND ABATEMENT.

EACH OF US HAS THE ABILITY TO HELP SET THE STANDARD FOR THE WAY PEOPLE TREAT OUR RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS NEIGHBORHOODS. WE CAN DO THIS BY KEEPING OUR PROPERTIES, STREETS AND SIDEWALKS MAINTAINED; CLEAR OF DEBRIS AND BY ENSURING THAT BUILDING AND ZONING REQUIREMENTS ARE MET.

WE CAN ALL PITCH IN BY PICKING UP TRASH, REPORTING ISSUES AS THEY ARISE AND BY MANAGING OUR OWN PROPERTIES AND ASSISTING OUR NEIGHBORS WITH THEIRS.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR TO REPORT A CONCERN PLEASE CONTACT ONE OF OUR CODE ENFORCEMENT STAFF FOR ASSISTANCE.

MEET YOUR CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS

KEN TRUE
RESIDENTIAL CODE ENFORCEMENT WEST SIDE

RICK MACIAS
RESIDENTIAL CODE ENFORCEMENT EAST SIDE

KRYSTINA LIVRAGA
COMMERCIAL CODE ENFORCEMENT

CASSIE PINEDA
CITY WIDE + WEEKEND CODE ENFORCEMENT

CONTACT

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT - CODE ENFORCEMENT SECTION.

ADDRESS: 415 S IVY AVE. MONROVIA, CA 91016

PHONE: 626-932-5582
LOCAL RESOURCES - REPORT AN ISSUE

LOITERING, TRAFFIC, & SAFETY
POLICE DEPARTMENT
626-256-8000

GRAFFITI HOTLINE
HOTLINE
626-836-3654

SHOPPING CARTS
CSRC
800-992-4778

STREET, LIGHTS, & SIDEWALKS
PUBLIC WORKS
626-932-5575

BULKY ITEM PICK UP, TRASH SERVICE, & STREET SWEEPING
ATHENS
855-557-1007

E-WASTE & HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE
888 - CLEANLA

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE CONCERNS
CODE ENFORCEMENT
626-932-5582

TEMPORARY SHELTER, FOOD DISTRIBUTION, HEALTH SERVICES, & VOLUNTEERING
FOOTHILL UNITY CENTER
626-358-3486

FIRE HAZARDS
MONROVIA FIRE DEPARTMENT
626-256-8181

ILLEGAL CONSTRUCTION
BUILDING & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
626-932-5581

HOUSING
HOUSING RIGHTS CENTER
800-477-5977

ANIMAL CONTROL
PASADENA HUMANE SOCIETY
626-792-7151

TAKING THE LEAD

THE MONROVIA AREA PARTNERSHIP (MAP)

PROGRAM WAS FORMED IN 2006 AS A COMMUNITY BASED PROGRAM TO COMBAT CRIME, BLIGHT AND RESIDENT APATHY. WE REALIZED THAT THIS COULD NOT BE ACCOMPLISHED WITHOUT THE MOST IMPORTANT PARTICIPANTS... OUR RESIDENTS! MAP'S MISSION IS TO INCREASE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT, STRENGTHEN RELATIONSHIPS AND BUILD COMMUNITY. THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH RESIDENT ASSISTANCE, NEIGHBORHOOD CULTIVATION AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION. MAP IS A PARTNERSHIP OF STAFF, RESIDENTS, BUSINESSES AND SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS ALL WORKING TOGETHER WITH THE COMMON GOAL OF BUILDING A PREMIER COMMUNITY. THERE ARE MANY OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMMUNITY MEMBERS TO GET INVOLVED AND STAY ACTIVE IN THE CITY. REMEMBER, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE. WHY NOT START NOW? GET INVOLVED WITH THE MAP PROGRAM AND MAKE YOUR MARK!

FOR MORE RESOURCES AND WAYS TO BE INVOLVED IN YOUR COMMUNITY,
CONTACT MONROVIA'S NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES AND JOIN THE MONROVIA AREA PARTNERSHIP!

EMAIL: MAP@CI.MONROVIA.CA.US PHONE: 626-932-5525